
DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 5 

 DATE - 26/08/2020 

 

WRITE 

S.S.T. 

Ans 4-An efficient transport system is needed to bring the raw materials to the factory and to send finished goods from the factory 

to the markets. 

 

********* 

Video class 5 ( SST) lesson 12 transport session 1 

******** 

 

SCIENCE 

Ch-5 Health and hygiene:- 

 

1- How communicable diseases can be prevented? 

2-What is difference between epidemic and pandemic diseases?(in register) 

  

***** 

Video - Class 5 Science Health and hygiene *(Part 7) 

***** 

 

ENGLISH LITERATURE 

Chapter 9 

THE STORY OF ROBINSON CRUSOE 

Word-meaning 

1. Ebbed - flowed back into the sea 

2. Provision - food and supplies(especially for a journey) 

3. Raft - a flat floating structure used as a boat 

4. Chest - a large storage box 

5. Stow - to put away something 

6. Pitch - set up 

7. Cellar - an underground room for storage 

8. Brooded - kept thinking (worried) 

9. Canoe - a long light boat moved along using a paddle 

10. Cove - part of the coast where the land curves round 

 

Write above Word-meanings in your English literature c.w. copy. 

 

***** 

Video class 5 English literature chapter 9 (part - 1) 

***** 

 

 MATHS  

Chapter-6  

1-Write down the definition of Twin Primes, Co-Primes and Prime Factorisation with example given  

 on page no 66 and 67( in CW copy). 

2- Do the question number 5,6,7 & 8 (in CW copy) 

 

***** 

VIDEOS Class_5 Maths Ch-6 Part-9,10 



**** 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Q.use suitable predicates  for the following sentences. 

1 My younger brother... 

2 She and her sister.... 

3 Mr Patil and his wife... 

.4 They and their parents.... 

5 You... 

6 The dogs and  cats.. .. 

7 His kite.... 

8  I always..... 

9 The ship...... 

10 My friends..... 

Q 2 Write a short paragraph from your literature book (any chapter) and underline the subjects. 
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COMPUTER 

Chapter 4 

Formatting in MS Word 2010 

Learn and write:- 

Q: How to set margins in a document of MS Word 2010? 

 

********* 

Video - Formatting in MS Word 2010 - Session 3 

********* 

 

LEARN 

 

S.ST. 

Learn-written work 

 

ENGLISH LITERATURE  

Learn Given Word-meanings. 

 

MATHS 

Learn the written work 

 

SCIENCE 

Learn-written work 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Definition of subject and predicate properly. 


